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Abstract

Recently, increasing numbers of new German firms have begun to break from tradition and refuse to join employers' associations. Simultaneously, an unprecedented portion of affiliates have begun to reconsider employers' association membership. The spectre of declining membership in German employers' associations—century-old pillars of organized capitalism—is particularly noteworthy because of the importance of these institutions to the German economy as a whole. Some observers have attributed this trend to the impact of German unification, yet a careful analysis reveals that its principal causes arose in the decade preceding it. The economic strain of unification, however, has accelerated "association flight" and has provided dissidents with an unprecedented opportunity to challenge the hegemony of employers' associations over the regulation of wages and working conditions in the Federal Republic.
INTRODUCTION

The terms "Verbandsvermeidung" (association avoidance) and "Verbandsflucht" (association flight) have appeared with increasing frequency in analyses of the German economy over the past few years.¹ These two words vividly encapsulate the observation that fewer new firms are joining employers' associations as did a decade ago and that members are both threatening to leave and actually leaving employers' associations at an unprecedented rate. "No one knows the exact numbers," notes Michael Fuchs, president of the Federal Association of Wholesale and Export Trade, "yet every insider currently feels a trend: ... employers' associations have to battle a phenomenon that was virtually unknown through the 1980s. It is the matter of [firm] resignations."²

The specter of declining membership in German employers' associations -- century-old pillars of organized German capitalism -- is particularly noteworthy because of the importance of these institutions to the German economy as a whole. A broad spectrum of scholars and practitioners agree that Germany's


industrial relations system, which relies heavily on powerful employers' associations, has been a key component helping to generate Germany's postwar economic success. Why then, if employers' associations are so important, are companies fleeing them?

Opinions diverge over why firms are leaving employers' associations. Declining membership across a vast assortment of organizations throughout the world's most affluent countries is undoubtedly a hallmark of the post-modern age. Some attribute association flight, at least in part, to this general social trend. Others blame the onset of association flight on German unification. Whereas scholars within this latter camp disagree over the possibilities for preserving the old western constellation of social and economic forces while extending it to the five


new German Länder, they share the conviction that the immense economic, political and social transformations triggered by the absorption of the German Democratic Republic and the implosion of the Soviet Union were external shocks that disrupted an otherwise smoothly functioning western German economic order.\(^5\)

This article argues, in contrast, that German unification alone did not cause association flight. Association flight is instead the product of contradictions that arose over the course of the 1980s (i.e., well before German unification had become likely) out of the interplay of Germany’s system of comprehensive pattern bargaining, generous collective agreements (including weekly working time reduction), rapid technological change and intensified competition among multinational enterprises.

Despite the upsurge in association flight, not all classes of firms are interested in leaving their associations. For the most part, Germany’s largest and most prominent employers have not yearned for a union-free environment (BMW’s and Mercedes Benz’s planned investments in the southern United States are the exceptions that prove the rule), nor do they want a “Japanization” of German industrial relations (i.e., company unions). They are instead simply interested in operating their plants with a little more flexibility (e.g., in setting the hours for running their

capital equipment) and on drawing out the creative potential of their employees within the confines of the existing system of industrial relations without disturbing the labor peace or economic stability that employers' associations provide through pattern bargaining. Nonetheless, a vocal group of smaller firms have been interested in breaking out of the current tight system of pattern bargaining in Germany because it has treated this class of enterprises with particular harshness. These are the firms that are both preaching and practicing the gospel of association flight and thereby posing an unprecedented challenge to the traditional postwar industrial relations order.

Specifically, increasing numbers of small supplier-firms found the cost of the industry-wide set of pattern collective agreements negotiated by employers' associations had become too much for them. Since respecting collective agreements as a floor for wages and benefits is mandatory in most German employers' associations, firms have increasingly considered leaving or failing to join associations in order to escape burdensome contracts. Hence, the matter of contention for disgruntled firms is not employers' association membership in general, but collective bargaining results in particular. That is why Klaus Murmann, president of the Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände (BDA, Federal Organization of German Employers' Associations) prefers the less commonly used but more precise term "collective bargaining flight" (Tarifflucht) to association flight.6

Thus, rather than cause, German unification has acted as a catalyst that has precipitated association flight out of an already strained collective bargaining system. Unification intensified the costs of the old system and, more important, added to Germany a region where operating "association free" is, at least for the short-run, a viable "exit option" for firms under cost pressures.  

This article explores the causes and implications of association flight in Germany. It has four parts. It first explains how the postwar model of German industrial relations worked to enhance growth, productivity, incomes and equity in the first three decades of the Federal Republic. Second, this study details the series of developments that unfolded during the 1980s that made it increasingly difficult to maintain the traditional tradeoffs that satisfied all classes of firms in German employers' associations. Third, the article analyzes the impact of German unification on employers' associations. Finally, this work concludes with a discussion of the implications of Verbandsflucht for the German economy and society.

GERMAN EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATIONS FROM THE 1950s TO THE 1970s: SUCCESSFUL RECONCILIATION OF DIVERGENT INTERESTS

A German firm has three options for determining employee compensation. It can set wages and benefits unilaterally (and thereby risk a strike if it pays substandard rates), negotiate a "house contract" directly with a union, or join an employers' association and rely on the association's experts to negotiate a standard set of collective accords that set a minimum pattern for all of the association's members. Most firms choose the third option.

German employers' associations are organized along sectoral lines. There are roughly fifty separate sectoral employers' associations. Individual sectoral associations are typically comprised of ten to twenty regional affiliates.8 Employers' associations' primary tasks are to aggregate internally the divergent and often contradictory interests of its members into a coherent and widely acceptable set of positions, to bargain collectively with trade unions, and to lobby government at all levels regarding social and labor-market policies.9

The vast majority of employers' associations are affiliated to the sole national employers' confederation, the Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände. The BDA has no authority over collective bargaining or any strike-insurance funds. Thus, it is less powerful than its affiliates, which maintain mastery over


finances and collective bargaining. The BDA's principal task is to serve as the public voice of German employers in the media and in politics at the federal and European levels.\textsuperscript{10}

By far the largest, richest and most influential of the BDA affiliates is the Gesamtverband der metallindustriellen Arbeitgeberverbände (Gesamtmetall, General Association of Metal-industry Employers' Associations). Its members have consistently accounted for roughly forty percent of the entire membership of the BDA, a share that is approximately fifty percent larger than the portion of metalworking employees in the private sector.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{10} The BDA also has a set of pansectoral regional affiliates with boundaries that are virtually identical to those of Germany's Länder. They are of little import for the purposes of this analysis, however, because firms do not belong to them directly (Ronald F. Bunn, "Employers' Associations in the Federal Republic of Germany," in Alan Gladstone and John P. Windmuller, eds. Employers Associations and Industrial Relations: \textit{A Comparative Study} [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984], p. 175).

Two other types of enterprise organizations exist: Business associations (Wirtschaftsverbände) and chambers of industry and commerce (Industrie- and Handelskammer). Business associations help to coordinate the exportation, marketing and research-and-development activities of firms as well as the lobbying of local, state and federal governments regarding tax policy, environmental issues and other matters directly related to operating a business. German law mandates membership in the third type of business association, the chambers of industry and commerce. Chambers of industry and commerce coordinate apprenticeships, set minimum business requirements and fulfill many of the tasks of an American better business bureau (William D. Coleman, "State Traditions and Comprehensive Business Associations: \textit{A Comparative Analysis}," \textit{Political Studies} 38, no. 2 [June 1990]: 231-52).

This study focuses exclusively on employers' associations because association flight has been most pronounced in these organizations.

Since the foundation of the Federal Republic in 1949 until German unification, approximately two-thirds of all eligible western German firms, employing eighty percent of all employees in the private sector, have belonged to employers' associations.12 Hence, ironic though it may seem, German business has been far more thoroughly organized than German employees, of whom at most roughly four out of ten have ever been union members.

German collective bargaining is far more centralized than it appears at first glance. Although collective bargaining within most sectors takes place at the regional level, one region typically serves as a pilot district in each sector and the national office of most employers' associations are heavily involved -- and often the decisive player -- in the talks. Once the collective bargaining parties reach a settlement in the pilot district, the remaining regions copy the pattern virtually identically. Similarly, individual sectors formally bargain independently of one another. In practice, however, the contract results in the metalworking industry -- and occasionally, public service -- set the pace. Most other sectors simply adhere closely to the pattern of the lead sector.13

A substantial majority of German businesses have supported the centralized system of collective bargaining practiced by employers' associations for three reasons. First, employers' associations maintain a staff of full-time experts skilled and

experienced in the art of collective bargaining to negotiate on behalf of the member firms. This specialization reduces personnel costs while improving the collective-bargaining results for individual firms.

Second, employers' associations provide for the collective defense of their members against trade unions. Members have access to a central strike-fund and receive immediate solidaristic support from other firms. This prevents unions from "whipsawing" employers one by one and raises the level at which collective negotiations occur to the region, or in some instances, to the nation. The collective approach also removes most industrial conflicts from the work place, facilitating smooth, cooperative relationships between individual employers and their employees and the timely completion of orders.\textsuperscript{14}

Third, employers' associations use the "convoy principle" of collective bargaining. This allows all members to contain labor costs and dampen inter-firm competition for workers by linking wage and benefit increases to the performance of the average firm, rather than to that of a handful of the most highly profitable individual firms. The convoy principle also provides an incentive for employers to invest in the latest technologies because this allows them to raise their firm's individual productivity without fear of a union extracting extra wage increases at the firm level in response.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{14} American Chamber of Commerce in Germany, The Federal Republic of Germany as an Investment Location ("Standort" FRG): An American Perspective (Frankfurt/Main: American Chamber of Commerce in Germany, 1991).

\textsuperscript{15} Hans-Joachim Gotschol, "Abschiedsrede," in Gesamtmetall,
The large membership of most German employers' associations consists typically of both smaller parts-supplier firms and larger assemblers within a given sector. Reconciling interests within this heterogeneous group is a formidable challenge, particularly when it comes to labor costs, because the suppliers usually sell their wares to the assemblers in the same association. Germany's employers' associations traditionally achieve this reconciliation by concluding regional pattern bargaining contracts (flächendeckende Tarifverträge) that set a standard minimum for the members of the employers' association. Employers' associations also rely on a number of legal provisions to make it extremely difficult (at least until German unification) for non-member firms to undercut an association's collective accords.

German labor law permits the labor minister to issue a "General declaration of applicability" (Allgemeinverbindlichkeitserklärung) requiring all firms to respect an existing sectoral collective bargaining agreement as a legally binding minimum covering all employers, so long as firms employing a majority of the employees in that sector and district have already agreed to those conditions. On average over the past twenty years, anywhere between 500 and 600 of these declarations have been in force at any given time. Although this number is low in com-

---
parison to the typical number of collective agreements in the Federal Republic (i.e., between 35,000 and 40,000). A declaration of general applicability still serves as an effective deterrent to any firms contemplating leaving an employers' association in order to cut labor costs.\textsuperscript{16}

German labor law also protects collective agreements from potential free-riders by stating that any firm that leaves an employers' association remains bound by the contracts concluded while it was still a member for as long as they remain in force. For wage agreements this is not so burdensome; their length is typically one year. Yet for contracts regulating matters such as vacations, working time and wage scales, their duration can be considerably longer.\textsuperscript{17}

Preserving a "leakproof" floor regarding labor costs has been beneficial for the German economy, particularly for the larger firms and their employees, because it has driven out of business marginal firms that otherwise would drag down average wages and benefits by trying to survive on the basis of providing minimal compensation (cf., the United States). Although the German system may, ceterus paribus, marginally reduce employment, the high wage-rates encourage businesses to train workers thoroughly and to specialize in high-end product markets in order to remain profitable, thereby enhancing the productivity and the competi-


\textsuperscript{17} Schroeder, p. 501.
tiveness of the economy as a whole. So long as this "leakproof" system only drives a small number of marginal firms out of business each year, its impact on the labor market remains manageable.18

Similarly, ample evidence indicates that German employers' associations also police a labor-cost ceiling through a series of informal but effective measures. They do this for two reasons. First, whenever there is a tight labor market or a shortage of specific classes of skilled workers, the employers' associations act to stop their members from engaging in bidding wars for new personnel thereby preventing an acceleration of wage costs. The employers' associations also maintain a wage ceiling in order to prevent more affluent firms from solving any labor or skills shortages by poaching workers from the less affluent by offering large wage and benefit increases. This aspect of the employers' associations' wage and benefit policy typically protects the smaller and less-well-off firms from losing employees to the larger and more affluent ones, but all firms benefit to some degree through lower labor costs and reduced employee turnover.

Efforts to enforce a wage ceiling are much less readily apparent than the floor set in a collective bargaining contract. Nonetheless, evidence of this policy has surfaced, such as the famous employer "taboo catalog" of the late 1970s, which proscribed certain forms of compensation, and anecdotal stories of

18. Wolfgang Streeck, "On the Institutional Conditions of Diver-
confrontations between officials from employer associations and large German firms in which the association officials threaten to recommend to the government that it no longer buy the large firm's product unless it moderates its wage rates. 19

The macro-economic effect of this complex process of interest intermediation and aggregation has been impressive, particularly during its heyday. Pattern bargaining helped to produce greater economic equity among Germans, promote productivity growth and dampen personnel poaching and other destructive forms of labor-market competition. Some observers have dubbed this the "high everything" system of industrial relations because its high wages induced firms to train their workers highly, which in turn generated higher productivity and enabled German companies to dominate the high end of a wide range of markets and earn high profits.20

Large assembler-firms were able to pay wages and benefits somewhat above the going collective bargaining rate (i.e., approximately twenty percent) to attract better workers and small suppliers were able to charge prices for their parts on which they could survive. As a result, the Federal Republic has had the smallest labor-cost differential between suppliers and assemblers in the industrialized world, that is, approximately ten to


fifteen percent, which has promoted a high degree of social equity.\textsuperscript{21}

Scholars at the time attributed the success of the "high everything" system to the "sensible" nature of unionists and employers in light of the traumatic experiences of the Weimar Republic and Nazi rule.\textsuperscript{22} As the analysis above demonstrates, however, the actual secret of the success of the German system of labor-market regulation was the ability of employers' associations to find a single range for wages and benefits that was mutually acceptable to supplier and assembler firms alike. Rapid growth and the relatively sheltered German and European market of the 1960s and 1970s provided sufficient profits to support a mutually acceptable compromise. All this, however, began to change in the 1980s.

GERMAN EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATIONS IN THE 1980S: THE VICISSITUDES OF RECONCILING INCREASINGLY DIVERGENT INTERESTS

Over the course of the 1980s, a series of six changes in the German and the international economies altered the impact of the German system of industrial relations during the 1980s, restricting its ability to produce outcomes acceptable to the vast majority of firms. This sparked increasing numbers of employers -- in particular, entrepreneurs from smaller supplier-companies -- to


\textsuperscript{22} Flanagan et al., pp. 682-87.
complain about the system’s rigidities and to begin to demand changes.

First, foreign competition, principally from Japan, made substantial inroads into several sectors traditionally dominated by Germany in domestic and European as well as overseas markets, such as autos, optics and machine tools. German firms have also had little success in entering the cutting edge sectors of today’s economy -- especially microelectronics, software development and biotechnology -- that American and Japanese firms dominate. This has restricted the profit margins of German firms and forced many of them to cut costs, including labor costs.23

Second, West German productivity growth markedly decelerated during the 1980s. From 1970 to 1980 labor productivity rose at a yearly pace of 3.3 percent, but from 1980 to 1990, the average annual increase slipped to 1.5 percent. This deceleration dropped Germany from second to second-last place in productivity growth among the seven major industrial powers. Moreover, since productivity slipped during these years much faster at smaller enterprises than at larger ones, it became increasingly difficult to find a pattern agreement that was mutually acceptable to the two main classes of German enterprises: small suppliers and large assemblers.24


24. Gottschol, p. 173; and Statistisches Bundesamt, Statistisches Jahrbuch für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Wiesbaden, Various Years).
Third, wage compression along job-categories accelerated within individual sectors. Since the 1970s, the collective bargaining agreements concluded in Stuttgart between the North Württemberg/North Baden district of Germany's largest and most powerful union, Industriegewerkschaft Metall (IG Metall, Metal-workers' Industrial Union), and the Verband der Metallindustrie Baden-Württemberg (VMI, Employers' Association of the Metal Industry, Baden Württemberg), which is the local branch of Gesamtmetall, typically established the strict pattern for the rest of the metalworking sector. In the latter half of the 1980s and early 1990s, larger, more prosperous assemblers in Baden-Württemberg such as Daimler Benz successfully pressed the VMI and Gesamtmetall to accept generous contracts that frequently also reduced weekly working time to preclude labor strife from interrupting production during the global economic boom. Weekly working time reduction squeezed small employers particularly hard. Larger firms have both the personnel and the resources to adjust relatively easily to weekly working time reduction at a minimal cost. Smaller firms, in contrast, could only absorb this form of working time reduction at a substantially higher cost.25

Corporate downsizing and reorganization has also served to intensify the tensions between large and small firms. For example, "lean production" has been a hot management fad even before the German translation of the book by James P. Womack, Daniel T.

Jones and Daniel Roos, *The Machine that Changed the World*, hit the German market in 1991.26 As the Japanese economy clearly demonstrates, lean production makes supplier firms extremely dependent on assemblers because it requires small firms open themselves up to their customers for it to function. Lean production particularly undermines the autonomous capacity of small firms to innovate independently because the assembler uses the method of "continuous improvement" of parts and processes to determine the investment patterns of the supplier. More important, it allows the larger assemblers to transfer a significant portion of their research-and-development and warehousing costs to suppliers. Within Gesamtmetall, small employers increasingly complained that the large German manufacturers that dominate Gesamtmetall were buying labor peace for themselves at a price that small firms could not afford.27 Still, neither Gesamtmetall nor IG Metall showed any mercy to marginal and maverick firms that tried to undercut the generous collective bargaining standards set in the metalworking sector.

Fourth, wage stratification accelerated across sectors in the German economy during the 1980s for the first time in several decades. For example, between 1950 and 1978, the ratio of average hourly wage of an apparel worker in terms of the average

26. Its German title is: "The Second Revolution in the Automobile Industry" (Die zweite Revolution in der Automobilindustrie [Frankfurt/Main: Campus, 1991]).

manufacturing wage remained relatively constant, fluctuating around 75 percent. Yet by 1990, apparel workers earned only 68.5 percent of the average manufacturing wage. The disparity among sectors also broadened during the 1980s as a result of the drive to attain working time reduction. Thus far, only IG Metall and media workers' union have been able to secure the 35-hour week in collective accords. Other sectors show no real promise of reaching this target in the foreseeable future. In 1994 labor and management in the chemical industry agreed to allow individual firms experiencing economic hardship to reintroduce the forty-hour workweek.

Increased intersectoral stratification has shaken the German industrial relations order because it has for the first time given firms on the margin of a sectoral demarcation an incentive to "shop" for the union that will provide the most favorable contract. The most (in)famous instance of this has been IBM-Deutschland. The strict limitations on factory hours set in recent metalworking collective bargaining agreements helped prompt IBM-Deutschland in January 1992 after several years of preparation to break the company into nine independent units that would be owned by a holding company. Eight of the nine units, employing 18,000 of IBM's total 25,000 German work force, have left Gesamtmetall to join several other employers' associations that had concluded contracts with their unions containing far fewer restrictions on factory hours. The Deutsche Angestellten-

Gewerkschaft (DAG, German White Collar Employees' Union), which is not a DGB affiliate, already has negotiated a "house" collective-bargaining agreement with IBM for many of the new holding companies. IG Metall has protested this move and has managed to block it temporarily owing to a legal provision mentioned earlier -- according to German law, IBM can only switch after the existing VDI-IG Metall collective agreement expires in April 1994 -- but IBM's step is symbolic of the unprecedented pressure that the "high everything" German system of industrial relations has generated.

Fifth, as most of the other union movements of Europe have weakened and have failed to keep pace with German collective bargaining gains during the 1980s, international competitive constraints have become an increasingly real problem for German trade unions. Even before unification, German employers launched a protracted campaign arguing that high labor costs and severe working time restrictions are undermining the attractiveness of Germany as an "industrial location" (Standort). The single best indicator of the price of employees to firms is unit labor cost because this also controls for productivity differences across nations. Researchers sympathetic to the German labor movement have challenged the employers' mantra that Germany has the highest labor costs in the world by pointing out that, although Germany indeed does have the world's highest compensation rates,

29. Handelsblatt, 7 April 1993; Deutsche Angestellten-Gewerkschaft and IBM-Deutschland, Haustarifverträge IBM/DAG (Stuttgart: IBM, 1993).
the Federal Republic ranks squarely in the middle of the European Union in terms of unit labor costs: below low and medium wage countries such as Great Britain, Greece, Portugal and Spain.\textsuperscript{30}

Employers also complain that German unit labor costs have accelerated faster in Germany than in any other European Union nation since 1980. Unionists respond by conceding that, but then pointing out that a rising deutschmark is responsible for the majority of that relative increase. Indeed, between 1980 and 1993, German unit labor costs grew at a slower pace than in France, Italy and even the United Kingdom when calculated in terms of the national currency.\textsuperscript{31} Nonetheless, the real world does not factor out currency appreciation. Employers' have no control over currency movements, but they can attempt to relieve these cost pressures by altering their labor costs.

Regardless of its cause, the disproportionate rise in German unit labor costs since 1980 has had an impact similar to inter-sectoral labor-cost stratification; more German firms are looking to purchase and produce abroad where labor is cheaper and working time is less restricted. The rapid expansion in the net outflow of investment capital from the Federal Republic starting in the mid 1980s demonstrates this trend most succinctly.\textsuperscript{32}


Sixth, rapid acceleration in capital costs per job and the onset of quicker product-cycles meant that employers of all sizes could only make their capital investments pay off by operating their equipment for longer hours. Moreover, even within a single sector, the optimal pattern for operating equipment varied significantly from product to product and season to season. Thus, a common standard for work hours became increasingly a hindrance to profitable production, particularly since the 1980s when the unions were endeavoring to cut the workweek.33

The impact of these six factors on the centralized system of German industrial relations first became apparent in the latter half of the 1980s. Groups representing smaller, family-owned firms, such as the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Selbständiger Unternehmer (ASU, Working Group of Independent Business Owners) and their youth wing, the Bund Jünger Unternehmer (BJU, The Federation of Young Business Owners) have staged a drive to promote a sweeping deregulation of collective bargaining in order to free firms from limitations imposed by not only legal restrictions and the trade unions, but also employers' associations. Although over forty years old, ASU has recently begun to voice most prominently the values of a new generation of German entrepreneurs that has embraced with fervor the more freewheeling brand of cap-

italism found in Britain and the United States. This generation finds the current highly regulated German market old-fashioned and unattractive.

ASU has drafted an alternative collective bargaining model that includes (1) the creation of collective bargaining "corridors" that would set a "range" instead of a fixed percentage for annual increases in wages and benefits, (2) the adoption of a collective bargaining "menu" rather than a fixed set of benefits, (3) the deletion of the "declaration of general applicability" provision from German labor law, (4) the insertion of an "opening clause" into all sectoral collective bargaining agreements that would permit individual firms experiencing economic hardship to reopen a sectoral agreement in order to negotiate a reduction in compensation below the contractual minimum set in the pattern contract, (5) the introduction of a formal ratification procedure for all tentative collective bargaining contracts by every employers' association member through postal ballots, and (6) the participation of all firms in lockouts on a rotating basis so that all firms can at some point become actively involved in collective bargaining disputes and thereby receive strike-insurance payments from employers' associations.34

The essence of the ASU model is not simply to enhance the
voice of small firms in employers' associations but to undermine
the importance of pattern bargaining in setting compensation by
granting individual businesses the discretion to undercut the
association accords unilaterally. In other words, ASU's
proposals represent a bid to transform German collective bargain-
ing to the firm-by-firm approach found in North America and the
United Kingdom. This also would make it possible for more German
employers to attempt to operate "union free," if they wished.

Regardless of the potential advantages of the ASU reforms for
individual companies considered as such, in the 1980s only a
small minority of firms were interested in the ASU proposals.
Four reasons explain this. First, strong economic growth enabled
most companies to earn a profit within the system as it was con-
stituted. Second, the employers' associations were -- not sur-
prisingly -- strongly against these proposals. After all, if
ASU's ideas were implemented, it would certainly undermine the
authority of employers' organizations and it could even bring
about their dissolution. Third, many firms both large and small
had benefited from the efforts of the employers' associations to
police the market. Fourth and most important, ASU's reforms
still did not provide a viable domestic "exit option" to German
businesses. Employers' associations and the unions would still
be strong enough throughout the Federal Republic to punish
maverick firms. The collapse of European Communism and the sud-
den reunification of Germany would radically change the calculus
and opportunities for many employers, however.
THE CATALYST: THE IMPACT OF GERMAN UNIFICATION AND THE COLLAPSE OF EUROPEAN COMMUNISM

The onset of German unification and the crumbling of the Iron Curtain not only added a powerful set of new challenges to an already festering situation within western German employers' associations, but also transported eastward a system ill-suited to the task of reintegrating the former German Democratic Republic into a capitalist economy. At virtually every level of German society, the "victorious" westerners, with substantial eastern support (at least at first), decided that the best means to unify Germany while preserving the Federal Republic's postwar success would be simply to transfer eastward western laws, organizations and institutional arrangements -- including the entire industrial relations complex -- without changing them. The legacy of the failed Weimar Republic made most Germans extremely hesitant to tinker with a system that was not broken, but the uncritical and wholesale adoption of the western order risked committing the error of moving from one extreme to another.

The leadership of German employers' associations were particularly zealous in extending industrial relations eastward both de jure and de facto, because its power rested in its ability to enforce nationwide sectoral agreements. Land-level agreements would devolve power to the regional affiliates and contracts with a liberal opening clause would shift the focus of industrial relations to the work-place level. Western employers' associations had completed their eastward expansion by the end of 1990,
thereby outpacing the unions by several months. The strongest motivation for the quick eastward expansion in many employers' associations was competition among rival regional bodies within single associations with differing structures of governance to cast the eastern association in their image. The employers' organizations moved so fast because they wanted to be sure that they were in place before organized labor and to preclude rival indigenous associations from forming. The absence of a significant indigenous eastern entrepreneurial class meant that westerners initially dominated almost all of the top posts in the eastern employers' associations. It also meant that the employers' associations had difficulties finding members for their newly exported set of institutions.

Ironically, the top-down extension of employers' associations, together with low membership rates, made it far easier for officials in the eastern employers' associations to make decisions than in the west because they were far less hampered by the demands of a rank and file. In contrast, however, the absence of a grass-roots membership has left the eastern employers' association far more vulnerable to pressure from their central federations. Whereas this kind of pressure helps the national employers' bodies in each sector to preserve pattern bargaining, it can dissuade potential member-firms from joining.


37. Henneberger, p. 660; and Gerhard Kleinheinz, "Tarifpart-
No matter what the employers' associations do, their membership east of the Elbe is likely to decline. The Treuhandanstalt, the public holding company whose task is to privatize the state firms of the former German Democratic Republic, actively encouraged membership of the firms under its management in their respective employers' associations by paying their dues. This allowed Treuhandanstalt not only to promote the "habit" of belonging to these association but also to subsidize them in their crucial first years. Still, as the Treuhandanstalt continues to privatize firms over the course of this, its final year of existence, a drop in membership in employers' associations is inevitable as many firms forego membership in order to save on their dues payments, which they would have to make out of their own income for the first time.38

In the early days of unification, the employers' association officials pressed forcefully for quick wage parity with the west. For example, during the first rounds of regional wage negotiations in the eastern German metalworking sector in the spring of 1991, the employers' association officials negotiating for Mecklenberg/East Pommerania insisted that the collective bargaining parties adopt a multi-year, "step-plan" that would bring about wage-parity between east and west by April 1994.39 Once the

38. Henneberger, p. 662.

39. Interview, Berthold Huber, IG Metall, 14 July 1993. In 1993, poor economic circumstances led the eastern branches of Gesamtmetall to cancel unilaterally (and by most accounts,
settlement was reached there, the other districts in the eastern German metalworking industry copied it, following the western German practice.

The employers' associations did this for several reasons. First and foremost, they wanted to prevent eastern Germany from becoming a low-wage German mezzogiorno that would threaten the western pattern bargains. Second, the associations wished to prevent a mass westward migration of eastern German skilled workers in search of higher wages. Finally, in the heady days immediately after unification, most Germans thought that achieving wage parity by the spring 1994 would be no problem.

As a result, the western system of sectoral pattern bargaining -- which simultaneously kept a lid on personnel poaching and assiduously pressured marginal firms of the old Federal Republic into bankruptcy to the long-term benefit of the vast majority of employers and workers alike -- increasingly applied the same rigorous standards built up over four decades to eastern Germany, as if it were nothing more than a concentrated collection of marginal firms. The industrial relations system has never been sensitive enough to distinguish otherwise healthy firms that have lost their sales markets owing to an exogenous shock (such as the collapse of markets in eastern Europe) from those with inscrutable internal difficulties. It is thereby contributing to the "lawn

illegally) the 1991 metals-industry contract. This provoked a strike and a new round of negotiations that preserved the goal of wage parity, but set the spring of 1996 as the new target date.
mower" effect in eastern Germany, that is, that firms with potential for long-term success are being cut down just as quickly as those without any. This contributed to reducing industrial production to one-third and industrial employment to one-fourth of the pre-unification levels.

The collapse of the East Bloc economies in 1991-92 fundamentally altered the entire business environment in both eastern and western Germany. An economic crisis, which came swiftly on the heels of the unification boom, made many more managers open to considering radical changes in German industrial relations. Moreover, the addition of eastern Germany provided a new frontier where operating without being a member of an employers' association was, at least for the moment, possible.

Many managers in eastern Germany have responded to the lawn-mower effect simply; they have not been joining employers' associations. Although the German trade unions have managed, at least at first, to recruit over one-half of the eastern workforce (cf. western Germany with a unionization rate of 35 percent), employers' associations have not been nearly as successful in the five eastern states. Most employers' associations have not released eastern membership data, but many of their representatives concede that in several sectors it is far below the western level of eighty percent in terms of employment. Recent membership estimates for the eastern German metalworking industry

---

in terms of workers employed is approximately one-half; for the printing sector, it is forty percent; and for the wood-working industry, it is one third. It is important to note that the low membership level in employers' associations for these eastern German sectors are below the threshold of eligibility required for a declaration of general applicability that would enforce minimum compensation rates.\footnote{41}

In the east, where the official unemployment rate is 15 percent and actual joblessness amounts to forty percent, employers do not need to protect themselves from unions the way they do in western Germany. Thus, the single most important western incentive for firms to join an employers' association has vanished. Wage data also demonstrate the weakness of many employers' associations in eastern Germany. As late as mid 1994, only one-half of the eastern employees in the printing, food processing and wood-working industries were receiving compensation at or above the official collective bargaining rate. Moreover, a large share of the firms paying at or above the contract-rate are those still owned by the Treuhandanstalt, most of which were slated to be either privatized or shut down by the end of that year.\footnote{42}

In a bid to attract and retain members, some eastern branches of employers' associations have gone so far as to help the member firms to violate both the law and the statutes of their own federation. Furthermore, hundreds of firms in the Saxon metalwork-

\footnote{41. Hennesberger, p. 661; and Müller-Jentsch, p. 561.}
\footnote{42. Frankfurter Rundschau, 13 February 1993.}
ing sector alone have tacitly colluded with their employees to reduce compensation below the contractual minimum set in pattern bargaining in exchange for preserving employment. Although this type of illegal arrangement is not unheard of in crisis sectors in western Germany, such as textile and apparel production, it has never has been so widespread as in the east.

Even if it were permissible to resort to declarations of general applicability or tighter enforcement of existing contracts to police the labor market, the political propriety of the employers' associations taking these steps would be ill-advised, since enforcement would cause additional plant closures and unemployment. Thus, the leaders of employers' associations have painted themselves into a corner. This has allowed many marginal firms in eastern Germany to survive by paying wages below the collective bargaining rate without fear of retaliation from either unions or employers' associations. The opening of this gap in the pattern bargain in the eastern Länder has also energized the critics of tight pattern bargaining in the western Länder to continue their campaign to bring down the entire system of collective bargaining.44

CONCLUSION

German unification was not the cause of association flight.


44. Interview, Gerd Habermann, director, Unternehmer Institut der ASU, Dallas, Texas, 30 September 1994.
The pressures fueling association flight -- namely, intensifying foreign competition, waning productivity growth, wage compression within sectors, wage stratification across sectors, the decline of union movements in other industrialized nations and the rapid acceleration of comparative unit labor costs -- all began to develop at least a decade ago. German unification rapidly intensified many of these pressures and opened up a new means for firms to escape them (at least temporarily), but it did not produce these phenomenon. Association flight is a product of the increasing untenability of a single sectoral pattern for compensation to take labor costs out of competition within the context of a changing economic environment.

The leadership of employers' associations are feeling tremendous pressure to accommodate their organizations to eastern and western firms' rising demands for more flexibility in order to attract and retain members, but fear doing so because this could undermine pattern bargaining and with it their organizations' traditional role of policing labor costs. This contradiction has forestalled a thoroughgoing organizational reform of employers' associations and has helped to thwart the adjustment of German industrial relations to the unique circumstances of eastern Germany. Ironically, the inability to adjust western Germany's demanding system of industrial relations to eastern conditions has weakened employers' associations east of the Elbe, which in turn has put into question Germany's entire system of pattern bargaining.

The pressure battering the German "high everything" indus-
trial relations order will remain strong and in some sectors even intensify in the years to come. High unemployment will remain an immense economic and social burden, as will the costs and dislocations of unification. The underlying tensions between small suppliers and large assemblers that first surfaced during the 1980s will therefore remain a disruptive force in German industrial relations for years to come. The jury is still out regarding the long-term fate of employers' associations in eastern Germany. Although the organizations remain weak, a strong economic recovery in the coming years could increase their attractiveness to eastern firms, especially if eastern skilled labor-markets tighten and the regional unionization rate remains high.

Simply restoring the ancien régime économique within an enlarged Federal Republic, however, would be counterproductive because that would do nothing to alleviate not only the difficulties caused by unification, but also the underlying strains that had begun to develop beforehand. The current task for the leaders of German employers' associations therefore is to revise German pattern bargaining that will allow a limited degree of flexibility for struggling members through providing some relief from temporary economic difficulty, while still significantly dampening wage competition.

During the 1920s and 1930s many small entrepreneurs dissatisfied with employers' associations dominated by big firms turned to radical right-wing politics as an alternative. This is not to argue that history is about to repeat itself, but simply to point out that at various times over the course of German history the
structure and policies of employers' associations have helped either to stabilize or to destabilize democracy. Thus, the success with which German employers' associations adjust to the new conditions of the newly enlarged Federal Republic will not only heavily shape the future contours of the industrial relations order and with it the competitive prowess of German firms, but also profoundly affect German politics.
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